The Indian World

DETAILED INFORMATION
Theme village “The Indian World” is located in the
south-eastern part of the town, in a forest, near the
reserve by Lubiatów Lake. From the direction of the
town centre, the entrance to the village is on the right
side of the road. On the territory of the village there is
a fenced car park for cars and buses.
The Indian World is a theme village, which was created
in 2003. It has an area of 8 ha. The whole idea revolves
around the theme of native Americans, the ingenious
Northern American culture: the culture of Indians from
the Great Plains and from the North-Western Coast.
For those who are interested, there are different
attractions depending on age: for kindergarten kids, for
primary, secondary and high school students, and for
pensioners. The attractions include such activities as:
dancing and singing to music from drums, visiting a
camp in the forest and in the prairie, bow shooting
lessons, throwing a long arrow, hunting buffalos and
visit to buffalos which live in the village. During the
stay, visitors can listen to the history of Indians and of
the Polish Movement of Indian Lovers.

ADDRESS

Lubiatowska 213, 75-668
PHONE

+48 94 341 63 73
+48 504 63 9 018
SEASONAL AVAILABILITY

01-05-31-08
WWW

www.indianskiswiat.pl
COORDINATES

54.1712333167, 16.2796423593
54° 10' 16'', 16° 16' 47''
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Add to travel plan

The offer also includes organisation of parties and
bonding parties, as well as events appropriate for
disabled children.
On the premise there is also a souvenir shop.
The main office is located in Koszalin on 8 Dokerów
Street.
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